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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Nondestructive evaluation (NDE) is a way to characterize a material or a structure 
without compromising its usability. The characterization can be done either at the time of 
manufacture or after a period of service. NDE includes such activities as materials 
characterization, real-time monitoring during manufacturing, flaw detection in components, 
inspection of assemblies for tolerances, alignment, and periodic in-service monitoring of 
flaw growth in order to determine the maintenance requirements and to assure the reliability 
and continued safe operation of the part. Airport X-ray baggage screening is a good 
example of NDE used in daily life. Another example of using NDE is in the aircraft 
industry. With new lightweight materials, stringent testing is needed to guarantee that 
components are not compromised either in manufacturing or in service. 
Generally, the inspection methods of NDE may be based on acoustics, penetrating 
radiation, light, electric and magnetic fields, or more special possibilities. Whatever methods 
are used in NDE, imaging technology is one of the important components for these systems. 
The rapid growth of sophisticated and low priced image acquisition and processing devices 
has opened up the possibility of applying imaging analysis to more NDE areas. The 
increased demands on NDE capability and this new capability in imaging represent a new 
opportunity to promote more powerful tools for determining material quality. 
1.1 Motivation and goal of this research 
The purpose of this thesis is to implement a software platform that can be used in real 
time image acquisition, image processing and the control of some auxiliary devices. This 
platform should be easily extendable and highly efficient. Examples of this application of 
such an image acquisition include characterization of oil content of seed corn, X-ray 
radiographic image acquisition and X-ray film digitization. These very diverse applications 
are all addressed by a general image acquisition system developed as part of this thesis. 
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One novel application is Rapid Whole-Kernel Single-Seed Analyzer (RWKSSA). The 
purpose of this application is to rapidly and nondestructively screen seeds for desirable 
composition to isolate the correct genetic material for seed products. Figure 1.1 shows the 
basic principle of Rapid Whole-Kernel Single-Seed Analyzer. A light beam in the near -
infrared goes through an individual kernel and strikes a CCD camera. The image obtained 
from the CCD camera can be used to determine the transmission spectrum of the kernel. If 
the near-infrared spectral imaging can be used to generate a signature related to the 
composition of seeds, it may be possible to develop an instrument to sort seeds 
automatically according to seed chemistry, thus serving as a seed selection device for plant 
breeders. Such a device would reduce the cost and time to produce new varieties of 
specialty grains. 




/ _I _ __,, \ 
CCDCamera 
Figure 1.1 Diagram for Rapid Whole-Kernel Single-Seed Analyzer 
Another application is X-ray film digitization. Through digitizing radiographic films, 
the digital image can be manipulated, stored and recalled, and with the growth of Internet 
the image information can been shared around the world. 
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The third application using the platform is to detect flaws in a material using X-ray 
radiography. Instead of near-infrared, X-ray radiography uses X-ray as its source. In X-ray 
radiography, the source generates a beam of high energy electrons which are collided with a 
target. The resulting deceleration generates a beam of photons whose energy will be in the 
X-ray energy range. The attenuated X-ray beam can be converted to visible light for image 
acquisition. The X-ray image can be used to detect the flaw in the interior of the sample. 
1.2 Chapter overview 
Chapter 2 discusses the requirements and problems related to the software platform for 
real time acquisition and processing. The solutions and implements are also provided in this 
chapter. 
Chapter 3 describes the Rapid Whole-Kernel Single-Seed Analyzer project. In order to 
speed up the whole processing procedure, multi-thread technology is involved in this 
chapter. 
Chapter 4 overviews the basic requirement for radiographic digitization system. This 
system based on 14-bit cooled CCD camera, required some basic functions to be developed. 
Chapter 5 presents a new version of XrVision. It uses the software platform developed 
in chapter 2 and integrates the image acquisition and motion control. Automation of real-
time scans is also implemented in this chapter. 
In the end of each chapter, the test results are listed. 
Chapter 6 summarizes the work, presents the conclusion and the future work for the 
software platform and the three applications. 
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CHAPTER 2. SOFTWARE STRUCTURE FOR REAL TIME 
IMAGE ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING 
2.1 The basics for imaging 
The basics for imaging include four parts: image acquisition, image storage, image 
display and image processing. 
Image acquisition 
Image acquisition is the first step for imaging technology. There are many ways to 
acquire images. The Charged Coupled Device (CCD) camera based image acquisition 
system, which is used in the thesis, is widely used. When photons strike the surface of the 
imaging chip located in the camera, each individual element of the imaging chip samples the 
light at that point and converts the light to a charge, which is then read out to camera 
circuitry. The surface of the imaging chip therefore is a matrix of individual elements, which 
in tum define the spatial resolution capability of the camera. There are many kinds of CCD 
cameras. They can differ from each other with image array size, cooler system, dynamic 
range and output signal etc. For example, the cameras used in chapters 3 & 4 are Apogee 
model kx260 cameras. This kind of camera has an image size 512 X 512, is cooled, has 14 
bit grey level and digital output. The camera in chapter 5 has 754 X 526 image size, no 
cooler system, 8 bit grey level and RS-170 analog output. For the analog output, a frame 
grabber is needed for digitizing the analog signal, while for digital output, usually there is 
digitization equipment attached to the image sensor. 
RS-170 is the standard format used in the United States for the black and white analog 
signal output (video). An RS-170 video frame contains 525 lines and is refreshed 60 times 
per second. Of these lines, only the odd or even lines are displayed with each frame. So the 
update rate is 30 frames per second, or 30-Hz for each line. The reason for the interlaced 
format is to reduce perceptual flicker in the image displayed on a TV. 
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In addition to the image, RS-170 signal also contains the timing information. The 
timing information consists of horizontal sync signals at the end of every line, and vertical 
sync pulses at the end of each field. There are also so-called horizontal and vertical blanking 
periods at the end of each line and field respectively, during which no image information is 
sent. The non-displayable lines in each field constitute the vertical blanking period. 
The intensity information available in the video signal is limited by the dynamic range 
and the signal-to-noise ratio. The dynamic range is generally determined by the video 
camera. The aspect (width to height) ratio for typical RS-170 signal rectangle is 4:3. The 
vertical resolution of video is limited to 485 pixels, as determined by the number of scan 
lines. 
A coaxial socket brings the video signal to the frame grabber. It requires a very high-
speed conversion in the frame grabber to cope with the large data rate of the signal. The 
converter produces the digital values of the signal. Additional logic ensures that the values 
are placed in the correct entries in the image array. A typical frame grabber will digitize 
each row of the incoming signal into 512 samples. It digitizes the incoming signal at 512 
points in time equally spaced throughout the duration of the row. 
Image storage 
Images can be saved in different image files. There are two basic types of image 
format: raster formats and vector formats. In this thesis, raster formats are the main 
concerns. Different image formats can have different header information, color depth, data 
presentation and compression algorithm. 
Image display 
The monitor has some limitations such that it cannot display the world as it really is. 
Unlike eyes, which can work on a sunny day or a moonless night, a monitor can handle only 
a very limited range of brightness. The huge dynamic range of the eye has never been 
duplicated by video display technology. Although video displays still suffer from this severe 
limitation, the cameras do not. Modern high-performance CCD cameras can record up to 
65536 different brightness levels, yet most computer monitors can only display about 255 
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brightness levels ( even if more levels are available, they usually cannot be distinguished on 
a monitor). This huge gap should be bridged using mapping techniques. 
Image processing 
Image processing mainly includes image restoration, image enhancement and image 
compression [ 1]. Image restoration is the process of taking an image with some known, or 
estimated, degradation, and restoring it to its original appearance. Image enhancement is 
used to improve the image in its visualization to the human eye. Image compression can 
reduce the massive amount of data needed to represent an image without losing significant 
information. 
2.2 Software architecture for imaging acquisition technology 
As imaging technology is becoming more and more powerful for nondestructive 
evaluation for material properties, a robust, flexible and extendable software architecture is 
needed to manipulate image acquisition, display and processing. This software architecture 
should read (decode), write (encode) and transform different image formats. It also should 
support display methods for images with different dynamic range. The image processing 
methods should be independent of image formats. The platform also should take the device 
control and real time image display into account. 
2.2.1 Read/ Write/ Display/ Transform image 
The image reading, writing, displaying and transforming functions are basic 
requirements for the software architecture. But different image files have different image 
formats (see Appendix A): 
• pgm and bmp files are 8-bit/pixel based 
• pmis is 14-bit/pixel based 
• xrv is 16-bit/pixel based 
• grd is float-point/pixel based 
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• tiff is a flexible image format, its bit/pixel size can be defined in the header 
How to represent these images in a unique form? If this kind of representation is found, 
all image processing functions can be applied to the form in a uniform way. Moreover, the 
transforming between different image formats can be easily achieved by the bridge of this 
form. 
Figure 2.1 shows the solution for the problem. All these image files are transformed into 
floating point image format, which can be regarded as a common data pool. Some benefits 
can be achieved from this design. 
Floating Point 
Image Data 
Figure 2.1 Diagram for image transform 
Firstly, since there are six different kinds of image formats and if the program reads one 
kind of image format and saves as another kind in a one-to-one way, 6 X 6 = 36 converting 
methods are needed. If more file formats are introduced, this will be a cascading problem. 
But the number of transform functions can be reduced from 6 X 6 = 36 to 2 X 6 = 12 
through the bridge of floating point format. If more image formats are used, this method will 
simplify the coding process dramatically. 
Secondly, due to the reduction of the transform functions, the source code will become 
much neater and the maintenance of the code will become easier. Moreover, since the 
floating point format is the common pool of all the image files, the transforming of the 
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image format is independent of all other formats. So the transforming functions can be 
encapsulated in the class for each image format. Adding a new image format will not disturb 
other image file classes. 
Thirdly, with the help of the common data pool, all of the image processing functions 
can work on the float point image data, which has nothing to do with the specific image 
format. Adding new image processing functions and adding new image files could be 
independent. This is shown in the figure 2.2. 
Image Processing Functions 
Figure 2.2 Image processing functions work on floating point image data 
The disadvantages of this approach are: waste of memory for some image formats and 
slow down of some image processing functions. 
2.2.2 Image class 
The Image class named Clmage abstracts the common part of the image representation 
as the base class Clmagelmpl. The member variables of this class are common parameters of 
all images. The display class can use these parameters to show the images. Furthermore, this 
class has two virtual functions, that is, ReadFile( ) and SaveFile( ). Each subclass can 
override the functions in order to implement reading and writing based on its own format. 
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Clmage class structure 
The entire software architecture for image class is presented in figure 2.3. 
Clmage class has a pointer to Cimagelmpl. The purpose of this pointer is to add more 
flexibility for the implementation. 
Clmagelmpl class has member variables that are common parameters of different image 
files. Two most important member variables are: 
RawlmageOrg: pointer to the floating point image data 















































Different image classes are derived from C/maglmpl class and override read and write 
functions. The special characteristics of different image files (e.g. encoding methods, 
bit/pixel etc.) are encapsulated in their own classes. 
Clmage maintains a reference to C/magelmpl object. Whenever there is a read/save in 
the operation, the application notifies Clmage by calling a method readFile/ saveFile; 
Clmage forwards the request to Clmagelmpl object to do the read/save. Cimagelmpl 
subclasses, ClmageBMP, C/magePGM etc finish the real read/save operation(in ReadFile() 
and SaveFile() method). By isolating the read/save operation from the image processing, 
new processing can be added without changing the image read/save functions. 
Encapsulating the read/save operation separately eliminates the need for multiple 
conditional statements to choose the right operation for different image formats. 
Clmage class functions 
There are nearly 50 functions in this class. The benefits from this structure can be 
understood easily from the three most important functions, reading file, saving file and 
displaying image. 
Read file: 
File type is set according to the file's extension. Then call: 
image = new C/mage (filename, type), this function will go to the corresponding image 
class to do a read file operation and do some transforming. Now the user can do any 
processing ignoring the specific image format. 
Save file: 
When the user calls: 
image->SaveFile(filename, type), the corresponding image writing function is called. So 
the user is hidden from the specific image format writing and transforming. 
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Display image: 
Using image->Draw( ... ), the image can be displayed. So for different image formats, 
the displaying function is the same. 
In addition, there is an Iterator class Cimagelterator that makes Clmage as its friend 
class. So it can do next(), previous(), current() etc operations on Clmage object. It is very 
efficient when the user wants to retrieve a sequence of image pixels (for example, do slice). 
2.2.3 Look up table (LUT) 
A look up table is one kind of mapping technology that acts as the bridge between video 
monitor display and acquired image data. Figure 2.4 shows the dialog of a histogram based 
look-up table. 
Figure 2.4 histogram based look-up table 
In this dialog, mapping works as follows. A CCD image value may range from Oto 
65535. This has to be mapped into the video monitor's range of Oto 255. Figure 2.5 shows 




0 min max 
Figure 2.5 Mapping 
The following formula is the mapping equation: 
New_ Value = ( ~ld _ value - min) * 255 /( max- min); for all between min and max; lo for all less than min; 255; for all greater than max; 
The min and max control how the image appears on the screen. Where do these two 
numbers come from? The user provides them by trial-and-error. The best results are 
obtained by tweaking the numbers until the most pleasing display appears. If the look-up 
table is combined with a histogram, it will give more sense for the user to get the two 
numbers. So the first step is to get a class to manipulate a histogram. 
2.2.3.1 Histogram 
A histogram is a graph that shows the probability of each particular pixel value in an 
image. Histograms have a variety of uses in image processing. Because histograms are 
particularly valuable when digitizing images, they can show whether or not the full dynamic 
range of the digitization system has been exploited. Changes in camera settings or lighting 
can quickly be deduced by inspection of the histogram. 
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The implementation of design is to create a new "Scroll bar" that has a histogram 
associated with it (see Figure 2.6). The upper part of the scrollbar has a small window to 
display the histogram. The bottom is two small carets. The red arrow (left arrow) is used to 
indicate the "Minimum" and the green one (right arrow) is for the "Maximum". This kind of 
histogram based mapping function is very helpful for the user to determine which part of the 
image will be mapped to 0-255 gray scale. 
Figure 2.6 Histogram 
CNewScrollBar class structure 
CNewScrollBar is derived from CWnd (see Figure 2.7). After overriding the message 
response functions, it can draw the histogram and manipulate two small carets. 
CWnd 
CNewScrollBar 
virtual void RegisterCallbackOnUpdate(CallbackFunc ptr,void* ClientData); 
afx_msg void OnPaint(); 
afx_msg void OnLButtonDown(UINT nFlags, CPoint point); 
CallbackFunc pOnUpdate; // callback 
void * onUpdateCD; // client data*/ 
Figure 2.7 Class for histogram 
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CNewScrollBar class functions 
OnPaint(): histogram is drawn in this function. The red and green carets are painted in 
the suitable place according to their values. 
OnLButtonDown(): When the left button is pressed, this function is invoked. According 
the mouse place, it changes the two caret values (Min, Max), and then calls OnPaint to 
update the two caret locations. 
OnMouseMove(): It has the similar function with OnLButtonDown. The difference is in 
that it can trace the mouse's position. 
There is a very important call back function CallbackFunc pOnUpdate. This function is 
called when the min and max are updated. It can be used to inform other objects that their 
state has been changed. 
onUpdateCD is a void pointer to the client who wants to know the changing 
information of the min and max value. 
Using the member function, 
RegisterCallbackOnUpdate( CallbackFunc ptr, void* ClientData) { pOnUpdate= 
ptr;onUpdateCD=ClientData;}, a client can be registered to the updating information. 
2.2.3.2 Histogram based look up table (LUT) 
Now, the histogram class has been obtained. The next step is to integrate the histogram 
class CNewScrollBar with a standard dialog window to generate a new class 
CLookUpTableDialog. With the new class, users can select the image part in whose 
brightness they are interested very easily. 
There are several ways to realize this function. The caret and scrollbar coarsely adjust 
the maximum and minimum brightness. More detailed information can be obtained by 
inputting the value into the "Maximum" and "Minimum" edit windows directly; however, 
synchronization of these controls becomes a problem. The "observer" pattern [2] is a good 
solution. The key objects in this pattern are subject and observer. All observers are 
synchronized whenever the subject undergoes a change in state. In our case, the observers 
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are scrollbar, caret and edit window controls. The subject is the value of max and min. 
When any observer wants to make some change to the subject, it sends a change request to 
the subject (max, min) that is realized by a callback function. After the subject finishes the 
change, it broadcasts the change to all observers. So the states of all observers are 
synchronized (see Figure 2.8). 
uodatemaxmin 
_ //// ////~ /::~ge r~uest 
.................. ~ Broadcast the change 
Figure 2.8 Synchronization of different control 
The Minimum field sets the brightness level in the image that corresponds to black on 
the display. The Maximum field sets the brightness level in the image that corresponds to 
white (full brightness) on the screen. 
Modifying the values in the Minimum and Maximum edit window directly will only 
change the mapping when user presses the Enter key. 
The red caret (left one) controls the black level (Minimum). Moving it right makes the 
background of the image darker. The green caret (right one) controls the white level 
(Maximum). Moving it left increases the image contrast, but may saturate bright parts of the 
image. Contrast is highest when the two carets are close together. Both carets can be moved 
together by holding the Shift key down while using the mouse to move the carets. The Delta 
scroll bar works similar to the Shift key. 
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Another feature of this dialog is that it can zoom the histogram in the Y axis. For most 
cases, the histogram is not distributed flatly. So after normalization, some details are hidden. 
The vertical scroll bar at the left of the histogram provides a method to zoom the histogram. 
It is very helpful if the user wants to see fine details. 
ClookUpTableDialog class structure 
CLookUpTableDialog (see Figure 2.9) is derived from CDialog. It has a 
CNewScrollBar data member to show the histogram in its dialog. After overriding the 




riend void updatemaxmin(int max,int min,void *ClientData); 
NewScrollBar lookup; 
Figure 2.9 Histogram based look-up table class 
friend void updatemaxmin(int max, int min, void *ClientData): this member function 
works as a subject. Once max or min value is changed in the dialog, the new value will be 
sent to updatemaxmin. Then it broadcasts this information to all clients ( carets, scrollbars 
and edit boxes). Another important task of this function is to send an update message to the 
image window. So the image window can do mapping again and refresh the display. 
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2.2.4 Zoom in/ Zoom out slice 
Another important image processing function is known as slice. Slice accesses image 
pixels in a line (X axis or Y axis) and plots them in a separate window. Users can obtain the 
pixel values line by line (see Figure 2.10). 
When the size of the image is larger than the resolution of the screen, a single window 
has difficulty in displaying the whole curve. The class to be designed should have the ability 
to handle this situation. Figure 2.10 shows two windows on the screen at the same time, one 
is for a global overview and the other is used to show the interesting part of the curve. For 
the vertical axis, in order to see some parts of the plotting curve in detail, a zoom function is 
also needed. Therefore, it is convenient if we can separate the function of the axes and 
series from the whole window and make the axis zoomed. 
Figure 2.10 User interface for slice 
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In X mode, by dragging the scroll bar thumb, a horizontal line can be moved up and 
down in the image window. The slice window will be updated accordingly. 
In Y mode, by dragging the scroll bar thumb, a vertical line can be moved left and right 
in the image window. The slice window will be updated accordingly. 
When the mouse moves close to this curve, a small tip window will appear in which the 
corresponding value of the curve will be shown. The zoom effect can be also taken into 
account. 
The grey level bar on the left in the curve window is used to adjust the vertical axis 
zoom factor. There are two small bars: the green bar (at the top) for max and the red one (at 
the bottom) is for min. Once either of the bars is dragged, the plotted curve will be updated 
according to the max or min value. 

























void SetSerieData( ... ) ; 
void Reset(); 
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clPlot class structure 
clPlot is derived from CWnd and contains most of the plot source. 
2.2.5 Integrate device control 
Basically, a frame grabber card and some other devices (e.g camera, filter, motor) need 
to be integrated in the application program. 
For one device, if two or more objects are created, hardware conflict will occur. In order 
to avoid this conflict, only one object for one device can be created at any time. The 
"Singleton" pattern [2] solves this problem. 
The device control class CDevice Wnd defines a static member function Instance() and a 
static member variable _instance that contains a pointer to its unique instance. 
The client CMainFrame accesses the singleton exclusively through the Instance() 
member function. The variable _instance is initialized to 0, and the static member function 
Instance() returns its value, initializing it with the unique instance if it is 0. Instance() uses 
lazy initialization; the value it returns isn't created and stored until it's first accessed. 
Notice that the constructor is protected. The client CMainFrame that tries to instantiate 
CDevice Wnd directly will get an error at compile-time. This ensures that only one instance 
can ever get created. 
Moreover, since the _instance is a pointer to a CDeviceWnd object, the Instance 
member function can assign a pointer to a subclass of CDevice Wnd to this variable. The 
source code is shown as follows. 
Class: CDevice Wnd 
class CDeviceWnd: public CMDIChildWnd 
{ 
public: 
static CDeviceWnd * Instance(); 
protected: 
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virtual -CDevice Wnd(); 
private: 
static CDeviceWnd * _instance; 
} ; 
The corresponding implementation is: 
CDeviceWnd* CDeviceWnd::_instance = 0; 
CDeviceWnd * CDeviceWnd::Instance() 
{ 
if(_instance == 0 ) 
{ 
_instance= new CDeviceWnd(); 
if (!_instance->Create(NULL, _T("Device Control"), 
WS_CHILD I WS_ VISIBLE I WS_OVERLAPPEDWINDOW , 
CFrame W nd: :rectDefault, NULL,NULL)) 
_instance= 0; 
return _instance; 
CDevice W nd: :-CDevice W nd() 
{ 
_instance = 0 ; 
} 
Whenever a user wants to open the device control window, client CMainFrame will 
first check if there has been an opened device control window. If there is, this window will 
be brought to the top; otherwise, CMainFrame will create a new one. 
void CMainFrame: :OnDevice() 
{ 
CDeviceWnd* pDeviceWnd = CDeviceWnd::Instance(); 
if (pDeviceWnd != 0) pDeviceWnd->BringWindowToTop(); 
return; 
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2.3 Summary of the software platform approach 
Figure 2.12 summarizes the approach for the software platform. The image data, either 
loaded from disk or acquired from camera, is transformed to floating point data. The image 
processing methods (mapping, slice etc) work on the floating point data and the result can be 
displayed on the monitor or saved back to disk. The platform also provides two paths from 
the acquired image to file 1/0. The normal way undergoes "Camera image-> Floating point 
data-> image file". The dashed line shows an alternate path from the acquired image to 
disk file. Usually, when the time is critical and the acquired image has the same pixel depth 
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Figure 2.12 Summary of the software platform 
In the end, the requirements that can be met by the platform are listed as follows: 
1. Images can be read, written and transformed among one another. 
2. The image acquired from a camera can be treated in the same way as the image 
loaded from disk. 
3. Image processing is independent of the image formats and new image processing 
methods can be added without disturbing the other part of the platform. 
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4. The platform can display an image that has more than 256 (8 bit) grey levels with 
the histogram based look-up table mapping. 
5. Zoom in/out slice is available for the platform. 
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CHAPTER 3. RAPID WHOLE-KERNEL SINGLE-SEED 
ANALYZER 
3.1 Introduction 
The agricultural seed industry has achieved great success in increasing grain yield for 
farmers. Now the demand for quality as well as quantity is growing very quickly. In the next 
25 years, the com market will shift toward specialty seeds carrying specific grain composition. 
It is estimated the growth will be from 4% of the US market at present to as much as 50% of 
the market [3]. Traditionally, grain analysis is done using near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), 
but only on relatively large ( 100 to 1000 grains) samples. So the averaged result hides the 
variations among individual seeds. Therefore this multi-kernel sample analysis often has 
insufficient selectivity for isolating kernels with a desired composition. 
The goal of the project is to see if near-infrared spectral imaging can be used to predict the 
oil concentration in single com kernels with an accuracy of± 0.5 % by weight. If so, it may be 
possible to develop an instrument to sort seeds automatically according to seed chemistry, 
which would serve as a seed selection device for plant breeders. Such a device would reduce 
the cost and time to produce new varieties of specialty grains. 
The basic principle is shown in Figure 3.1. A near infrared analysis beam goes through 
an individual kernel and strikes an array of detector elements. Each kernel is brought in on 
an infrared transmitting conveyor, so that the kernel casts a shadow on the detector array. 
The kernels, however, are not completely opaque, so the elements within the shadow detect 
the transmission spectrum of the kernel. By changing the wavelength of near-infrared beam, 
the frequency spectrum for this kernel can be obtained. Based on this spectrum, chemical 
composition of the kernel can be calculated. 
Data from the array detector will consist of a series of spectral-transmission images, 
rather than a series of spectra, so the array output will require a data acquisition card and 
special software to control it. 
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Detector Array 
Figure 3 .1 Basic principle of Rapid Whole-Kernel Single-Seed Analyzer 
Figure 3.2 shows the whole system. It includes a light source (Quartz-Halogen lamp) 
for generating infrared, a CCD camera (Apogee model kx260) for taking images, a Liquid 
Crystal Tunable Filter (LCTF, Inovision corporation, model CRI VariSpec) for changing the 
near infrared wavelength, and a host computer for running the user's program. 
3.2 Apogee camera control 
There are several candidate cameras for this project. After careful test and comparison, 
an Apogee model kx260 camera was selected. The reason is that the Apogee camera has 
high signal/ noise ratio, wider data range, and good stability. 
The manufacturer for Apogee camera provides a group of API functions to control the 
camera. The API functionality is organized as two levels of interaction with the camera 
interface hardware. The highest level of the API provides the programmer with functions to 
open a camera control channel, acquire an image, and close the camera channel without 
dealing with the low-level control bits and status flags from the camera interface itself. The 
low-level functions within the API provide direct access to the camera control registers for 





Com Light source 
Figure 3 .2 Setup of Rapid Whole-Kernel Single-Seed Analyzer 
The API supports multiple camera controllers in a single computer through the use of 
virtual "channels". When a camera channel is opened, a control structure, also referred to as 
a control block, is allocated for that camera. This control block contains all the parameters 
necessary for camera operation. It is also possible to open multiple channels for a single 
camera. This would allow the application to change camera parameters "on-the-fly" without 





Figure 3.3 Apogee camera control API organizations 
Camera parameters are initially loaded from an ASCII configuration file, which uses the 
common "INI" format [ 4]. Parameters within the configuration file are grouped into named 
sections. The configuration file is a standard ASCII file and may be created and edited with 
any conventional text editor. 
Apogee cameras are line-readout devices, not frame-capture cameras. This means that 
the CCD data is read from the camera one line at a time. Internal state control logic in the 
camera head and the ISA interface card handles camera status, exposure timing, row and 
column counting, flushing, and temperature control. The programmer is responsible for 
allocating memory to store camera data and organizing the resulting data for display and 
processing. 
The API supports two basic modes of CCD data readout: Block Mode and Line Mode. 
Block Mode readout is the simplest form, wherein the API passes an entire image worth of 
data to a buffer designated by the caller. Line Mode readout is more complex, and requires 
some additional effort on the part of the programmer, but it allows the CCD data to be read 
one line at a time to acquire very large images with minimal overhead. Because windows 
operating system can support large memory allocation, the Block Mode was chosen in my 
application. 
Apogee Camera has a cooler system. In order to get higher signal/noise ratio, when 
starting the camera, the cooler system should be open. When the temperature reaches 
around -10°C, the high signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved. When shutting down the 
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camera, the program should control the temperature rise as the camera goes to ambient 
temperature. This prevents the camera CCD chip from cracking due to sudden temperature 
increase. From the point of view of programming, the application should inhibit the closing 
the camera without going to ambient from any point. 
3.3 Liquid Crystal Tunable Filter (LCTF) controller 
3.3.1 Introduction 
The VariSpec filter is a tunable Lyot-type birefringent filter. It consists of several 
stages in sequence, each stage containing linear parallel polarizers sandwiching a liquid 
crystal retarder element. Each consecutive stage is operated in a higher order than the 
previous one [ 5]. 
The input polarizer splits the incoming light into equal components along the two 
crystal axes (see Figure 3.4). Applying a voltage across the liquid crystal element changes 
the index of refraction of one of the crystal axes. One light component is retarded relative to 
the other, thus creating a phase change 8. Upon exiting the liquid crystal element, the two 
components recombine into a predictable polarization state. The output polarizer transmits 
light parallel to its transmission axis. Since the phase change depends on wavelength, the 
liquid crystal retarder selects what wavelengths are transmitted. The transmittance is around 
0.1 - 0.25 for 700nm - 1100nm wavelength. 
The filter is controlled through the electronics module. The VariSpec offers an RS-232 
interface, a digital control port, and a sync port. The RS-232 interface provides complete 
control of the filter, using a series of ASCII commands and replies. It is also possible to 
control the filter using TTL signals through the digital control port and the sync port, once 
the operating mode and wavelengths have been defined using the RS-232 interface. This 
allows the filter to respond to signals and synchronization pulses generated by cameras, 










Figure 3.4 Liquid Crystal Tunable Filter (LCTF) 
3 .3 .2 Filter controller command set 
There is a set of ASCII commands to control the filter. These commands can be sent 
through the serial port with a carriage return. My program will add this carriage return 
internally before sending it to the controller. 
There are 17 commands in the VariSpec filter's RS-232 command set [4]. Each 
command has a one-letter key, and can be used either as a command or a query. The most 
often used 5 commands are listed as follows, where <arg> can be a number value in fixed or 
floating point format, or the query character, '?'. <term> is the command terminator, which 






Tune the filters to wavelength <arg>. 
Present wavelength in nm. 
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All wavelengths are specified in nanometers, and need not be integral. Resolution is 
numerically limited to .001 nm, which generally exceeds the filter's optical tuning 
resolution. 
Define palette element: 
D <argO> { <sep> <arg 1 >} <term> 
Command: "Palette" means the filter is tuned repeatedly to certain predefined 
wavelengths. This command defines a palette entry with wavelength given by <argO>. It 
will be added to the end of the palette, unless arg 1 is given. In that case, palette element 
<argl> is assigned a wavelength of <argO>. Palette elements must be defined sequentially. 
If <arg 1 > points past the end of the palette, a fault is generated and no action is taken. 
Legal <argO> value: 0 - 127 
Legal <argl> value: [O - last palette element] 
Query reply: The unit responds with the number of elements, followed by all 
palette elements in sequence, separated by end-of-line terminators. 
Palette select: 
P <arg> <term> 
Command: go to palette element <arg>. '>' can be used to request the next palette 
element; or '<' , to request the previous palette element. 
Legal <arg> value: [0- 127], '<' ,'>' 
Query reply: present palette element number, 255 if palette element undefined. 
Busy check: 
This command is processed immediately. The VariSpec responds with'<' if it is busy 




This command is processed immediately. The VariSpec responds with a status character, 
whose bits indicated various status informations about the filter. See [4] for detailed 
information. 
3.3.3 Using palette 
After the filter has been initialized, there are two ways to select a wavelength. The first 
one is to issue a request to tune to a wavelength, using the "W" command. This is the easiest 
way to tune the filter, and is useful when familiarizing oneself with its use, or when speed is 
not important. However, it requires the computer within the VariSpec electronics to 
calculate the driver level for each liquid crystal element in the filter. Because this is a 
calculation involving many steps, it takes a relatively long time to compute (tens of 
milliseconds). 
This is wasteful when the filter is tuned repeatedly to certain predefined wavelengths. In 
this case, the calculations may be performed once and the results stored in a table. This 
process is called defining a " Palette " of wavelengths. Once a palette is defined, any of its 
elements can be rapidly accessed using these tabulated results. The commands "D" and "P" 
mentioned above can provide palette definition, revision and use. 
3.3.4 Serial port communication 
The filter commands and replies are sent or received through an RS-232 serial port in 
ASCII format. In order to enhance the program's performance, the serial communication 
class uses an independent thread with the main application thread. Multithread is a powerful 
programming paradigm that's ideal for performing two or more tasks in parallel. 
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3 .3 .5 Coordination between Apogee camera and LCTF controller 
In this project, it is required to take a sequence of pictures at different wavelengths. At 
first, a palette of wavelengths is stored in LCTF controller box. The next step is taking one 
picture for each wavelength. However, sending a command and receiving a response are in a 
different thread from the main application thread. 
In this case, one problem arises. That is how to synchronize these two threads. In 
Windows system, Event is a good candidate to do this. 
MFC's CEvent class encapsulates Win32 event objects [6][7]. An event is little more 
than a flag in the operating system kernel. At any given time, it can be in either of two 
states: raised (set) or lowered (reset). A set event is said to be in a signaled state, and a reset 
event is said to be nonsignaled. CEvent: :SetEvent sets an event, and CEvent: :ResetEvent 
resets it. A related function, CEvent::PulseEvent, sets and clears an event in one operation. 
Events are sometimes described as "thread triggers". One thread calls CE vent: :Lock to 
block on an event and wait for the event to become set. Another thread sets the event and 
thereby releases the waiting thread. Setting the event is like pulling a trigger: it unblocks the 
waiting thread and allows it to resume executing. An event can have one thread or several 
threads blocking on it, and if the code is properly written, all waiting threads will be released 
when the event becomes set. 
Sometimes events aren't used as triggers but as primitive signaling mechanisms. For 
example, maybe thread B wants to know whether thread A has completed some task, but it 
doesn't want to block if the answer is no. Thread B can check the state of an event without 
blocking by passing : : W aitForSingleObject, the event handle and a time-out value of 0. The 
event handle can be retrieved from a CE vent's m_hobject data member: 
If (::WaitForSingleObject(g_event.m_hobject,O) == WAIT_OBJECT_O) { 
// The event is signaled. 
} else { 
// The event is not signaled 
} 
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My program uses this kind of mechanism (see Figure 3.5). After the change 
wavelength command is sent, the main application can do something unrelated to LCTF 
(e.g. saving image to disk), then send a query command and wait for the response event. 
After checking the response, the application can continue with the next image acquisition. 
This method speeds up the whole sequential image acquisition. 
Main Application Communication thread 
SendCommand( ); .... WriteEvent ..... 
// do something else 
WaitForReply(); ~ ReadEvent 
Figure 3.5 Synchronize the main application with communication thread 
3.3.6 Save sequence of image files 
Because of its extendibility, portability, and revisability, Tagged Image File Format 
(TIFF) is selected as the format of the output image files. Appendix A describes TIFF file 
format 6.0 in detail. TIFF file structure is very complicated, so it is very difficult to write a 
TIFF reader/writer, especially for a fully TIFF compliant reader. The program uses Sam 
Leffler's TIFF reader/writer library [8] to do TIFF read and write. In order to make the file 
saving as fast as possible, the acquired images are saved to TIFF files directly without going 
through the floating point bridge. 
3.4 Tests of software on Single-Seed Analyzer project 
3.4.1 Device control 
The device control window is one kind of property page. It includes five pages: Setup, 
Expose, Focus, Palette Setup and Manual Filter Control. 
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Setup Page: see Figure 3.6 
There are three buttons in this page: Restart, Shutdown and Set. 
Restart: Open the camera and set up the corresponding parameter 
Shutting down: At the end of an imaging session, it is important to warm the CCD 
slowly. Use the temperature control setting in the software to return the CCD to ambient 
temperature. This may take 10 to 15 minutes. While the thermoelectric cooler is operating, 
the heat sink and fans draw heat away from the CCD. Simply turning the cooler off would 
allow heat to flow in the direction of the CCD and warm it rapidly. Thus, there is a need to 
regulate the temperature during warm up as well as when cooling down. 
Set: Set the cooling temperature 
Figure 3.6 User interface of setup 
Focusing the Camera: see Figure 3. 7 
Focusing is the first step and the most frustrating and time-consuming part of image 
acquisition. There is no way to look through the camera and optical system, so focusing is 
done by taking an image, inspecting it for sharpness, adjusting the focus, taking another 
image and repeating this process until the sharpest image is produced. Focusing routines in 
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the software are of great help here. The software focus routine is designed to take a 
sequence of exposures unattended while the user makes adjustments to the focusing 
mechanism of the lens or other optical instrument. Figure 3. 7 shows the user interface for 
Focus. 
ii Device Control 13 
Figure 3.7 User Interface for Focus 
In Figure 3.7, seconds is the exposure time for acquiring image. Delay is the time 
interval between two sequence image acquisitions. It will give the user more time to check 
the image before the next image is acquired. 
Binning can combine the adjacent pixels into one pixel. It can speed acquisition and 
reduce disk space. For example, if the binning is 2X2, the image size will be reduce to ¼ of 
the original one. So only 25% work is needed to transport the image data between memories 
and memory-disk. 
Expose Page: see Figure 3.8 
Expose: Capture the image according to the exposure time which is set in the Seconds 
edit window. 
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Figure 3.8 User interface of expose 
If the sequence check box is selected, a sequence of images will be captured according 
to the palette. 
Palette Setup Page: see Figure 3.9 
Palette can be set according to the wavelength and the exposure time. They can be 
saved as a file and loaded again. The expose command will use these parameters to capture 
the image and control the filter. 
Manual Filter Control Page: see Figure 3 .10 
Sometimes the filter should be controlled manually. An ASCII command line can be 
input to implement this function. The response from the filter will be displayed as a message 
in this window. 
3.4.2 Image acquisition 
In this test, for each corn kernel 63 pictures were taken for different wavelengths 
ranging from 750 nm to 1090 nm. In order to achieve a good signal-to-noise ratio, the 
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W = 750; S = 0.040 
W = 755; S = 0.040 
W = 760; S = 0.040 
W = 765; S = 0.040 
W = 770; S = 0.040 
W = 775; S = 0.040 
W = 780; S = 0.030 
W = 785; S = 0.030 
W = 790; S = 0.030 
W = 795; S = 0.030 
W = 800; S = 0.030 
W = 805; S = 0.030 
W = 810; S = 0.030 
W = 815; S = 0.030 
W = 820; S = 0.030 
W = 825; S = 0.030 
Figure 3. 9 User interface of palette setup page 
Figure 3.10 User interface of manual filter control page 
exposure times were selected to limit the grey level of com image from 2000 to 8000 (214 -
1 = 16383 is the maximum). Four images with different wavelengths are shown in Figure 
3.11. When we compare these four images by eyes, the exposure times should be taken into 
account. There are two white spots in each image, one is at the left -top comer, and another 
( a ) Wavelength = 7 50nm 
Exposure time = 0.04s 
( c) Wavelength= 950nm 
Exposure time = 0.08s 
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( b ) Wavelength = 850nm 
Exposure time= 0.04s 
( d ) Wavelength = 1090nm 
Exposure time = I.Os 
Figure 3 .11 Com image for different wavelengths 
is at right-bottom comer. These two spots are from opal glass disks. The purpose of these 
two spots is to provide a reference (size, position and grey level) to all com images. 
Another thing that needs to be mentioned is these images are the raw images. Because 
the CCD camera has different sensitivity for different wavelength, these images must be 
calibrated before using them in the spectrum analysis. 
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3.4.3 Image calibration 
Figure 3.12 shows the calibration setup. A large opal glass is put between the LCTF and 
the near infrared source. The large opal glass scatters light in a uniform way independent of 
wavelength. For calibration, the source intensity and exposure time need to be fixed, then an 
image is acquired at each wavelength. If CCD camera, LCTF and source were perfect, all 
images would have the same intensity. The result is a set of calibration factors for each 
wavelength and each pixel. This calibration can eliminate all the variations generated from 
CCD camera, LCTF' s efficiency to different wavelengths, and near infrared spectrum of 
source. 
Note that the camera is at an angle relative to the incident light beam. If the camera 
were to view the direct beam, it would easily be saturated. Instead, it views only light that 
has been scattered by an object in the beam. At NIR wavelengths, light undergoes many 











Large Opal Glass 
Mirror ·................ Source 
Figure 3.12 Set up of calibration for Rapid Whole-Kernel Single-Seed Analyzer 
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The above calibration just needs to be done once, then it can be applied to the future 
image acquisition. Another calibration needs to be done daily. This calibration selects any 
of the wavelengths as the reference, and applies the calibration result to all the wavelength 
images for that day. Its objective is to eliminate the setting variations ( e.g. temperature, 
light source) between different days. 
For all images, the grey level values need to be scaled according to exposure time. 
3.4.4 Near-infrared spectra for corn kernels 
Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 are calibrated near-infrared spectra for corn kernels. The X-
axis represents the near-infrared wavelength and the Y-axis is the grey level for the corn 
images after the calibration has been applied. 
Figure 3 .13 shows the testing of moisture. Two curves in this figure have different 
moisture content, one is 19.6% and another is 9.7%. 
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Figure 3.13 Near-infrared spectra for corns with different moisture 
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Figure 3.14 is the result for oil composition at 15% moisture content basis. 
Chemometrics [9] was used to do spectra analysis in this project. In many applications, 
it is expensive, time consuming or difficult to measure a property of interest directly. Such 
cases require the analyst to predict something of interest based on related properties that are 
easier to measure. Chemometric analysis correlates the information in the set of known 
measurements to the desired property. Here, chemometrics can correlate some traits for the 
com ( e.g. oil, moisture) with the shape of these spectra. The reference values for oil and 
moisture were determined by destructive chemical analysis. 
The oil calibration is achieving a Standard Error of Prediction (SEP) of about 1.3%, but 
over half of the error is attributable to the chemistry. In other words, with good chemistry, 
on a similar sample set, we should be able to halve the SEP. It's very close to our 
requirement of ± 0.5 % accuracy by weight. 
The moisture calibration also indicates a SEP of about 1.3%. 
Near infrared Spectra for corn (oil%) 
1200 ~1.70 
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Figure 3.14 Near-infrared spectra for corns (oil) 
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So, this preliminary result shows the single seed analyzer can be used to sort seed. 
However, before putting this device into practice, more tests need to be done to verify this 
method further. Rober Cogdill, a graduate student from department of Agriculture & 
Biosystems engineering, will discuss the related issues in his thesis. 
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CHAPTER 4. RADIOGRAPHIC DIGITIZATION SYSTEM 
4.1 Introduction 
In the past several years, the new developments in technology have fostered the growth 
of the digital age. High resolution digitization systems make the electronic handling of 
radiographic films in Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE) possible. Digitization enables new 
possibilities for conventional radiographic evaluation: image acquisition, image processing, 
storage, recall and remote image transfer [ 1 O]. By now, digitized radiography has become a 
standard tool in the field of radiography. 
4.2 Catalog of radiographic digitization systems 
Film digitization can be classified into three groups according to different physical 
principles: point by point digitization, line by line digitization and array digitization [11]. 
For point by point digitization, a laser beam passes through the film. The diffuse 
transmitted light through the film is integrated by a photo multiplier. During the scan, a 
folding mirror moves the laser beam along a horizontal line on the film. The resulting 
voltage at the photo multiplier is proportional to the light intensity behind the film. The 
optical density (OD) can be obtained by the following equation: 
OD = log ( Io I I) 
where, Io is the incident intensity and I is the transmitted intensity. 
Because the laser focuses the whole light on the point being measured, the intensity of 
the collected light is very high. Besides, this kind of point by point scan can avoid 
illumination resulting from the scattered light from the low optical density regions to high 
optical density regions. However, this kind of digitization system usually is very expensive 
and the digitization is time consuming. 
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For line by line digitization, the film is illuminated by a light bar to which the light of a 
projector lamp is passed by a light guide. The illuminated line is projected by an objective 
lens onto a CCD line detector. The film is moved under the light bar to scan the whole film 
area. Because of the limitation of the lamp power, this kind of scan cannot support the 
necessary brightness for a sufficient contrast sensitivity for optical densities up to D = 4. For 
this reason such scanners cannot be used for NDE films. 
Figure 4.1 shows the diagram of the array digitization system. This basic principle is 
similar with the classical film inspection. The array digitization system can achieve three 
advantages: simple structure, no moving parts during digitization and arbitrary pixel sizes. 
However, it also has two main disadvantages. The first disadvantage is the limited dynamic 
range. The whole information of the image is projected onto the camera array. Due to 
scattered light, the dynamic range of the film that can be digitized is compromised. The 
second disadvantage is the limited spatial region. Since the number of pixels for each CCD 
array is limited, only a small region of the film can be digitized with sufficient spatial 
resolution. These regions can measure from 5x5 cm2 to lOxlO cm2 in size. For this reason 
CCD cameras are not suited for archiving of complete films which are typically of a size of 
8x24 cm2 and larger. 
CCDcarnera 
Figure 4.1 Digitization with CCD array camera 
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4.3 CCD camera based radiographic digitization system 
Because array digitization has a simple structure and cheap realization, we want to use 
the CCD Camera (Apogee kx260, same camera described in the chapter 3) to set up such a 
system. For this system, data acquisition, calibration and some auxiliary tools need to be 
developed at first. Then tests should be done to evaluate the performance of the system for 
radiographic digitization. 
Figure 4.2 shows the experiment setup for the radiographic digitization system. It 





Apogee Interface Card 
Figure 4.2 Experiment setup for radiographic digitization 
4.3.1 Data acquisition and calibration 
For the camera control, there are totally four pages: Start Up, Expose, Focus and 
Sequence Setup. Because Start Up, Sequence Setup and Focus are similar with the control 
pages Setup, Palette Setup and Focus in Chapter 3, they are skipped for the following 
discussion. Here, we focus on Expose. 
Figure 4.3 shows the user interface for Expose. Besides a normal image, there are two 
other options: dark image and flat image. Both of them are very useful in image calibration. 
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Figure 4.3 User interface for Expose 
Dark image 
The dark image shows the amount of thermal signal contributed to each image by the 
CCD itself. CCD is operated at cold temperature to avoid as much thermal contribution as 
possible. For proper calibration, the dark frame should be taken with the shutter closed, but 
with the same exposure time and thermoelectric cooler temperature as the light frame. 
Subtracting a dark frame removes most of the thermal contribution, leaving only a small 
amount of thermal noise in the image. 
Flat image 
The flat image is taken by exposing the camera and its optical system to a uniform light 
source. This can be an evenly illuminated white card placed in front of a camera lens. A flat 
frame need not be of the same exposure length as normal image frames, but the pixel values 
in the flat frames should be about halfway to saturation in order to ensure a good signal-to-
noise ratio for the flat frame. Like dark frames, a single flat frame can be reused to calibrate 
many images, as long as the optical artifacts ( dust particles, vignetting, etc) stay the same. 
The primary requirement of a flat frame is that it should be taken through the optical system 
exactly the same way as the light frames. If the camera is rotated about the optical axis 
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between images, a new flat frame should be created to calibrate each corresponding light 
frame. 
Calibration 
The equation for full calibration is shown as Equation 4.1: 
gs ( i, j) = c ( i, j) * ( gs0 ( i, j) - dark ( i, j) ), 
where, 
c (i, j) = Ave I( flat ( i, j) - dark ( i, j)); 
i= width j= height 
Ave = L L ( flat ( i, j) - dark ( i, j)) /( width 
i=l j= I 
( 4.1 ) 
* height ); 
gs0(i, j) is the original pixel value at image array (i, j) point and gs(i, j) is the calibrated 
pixel value. dark( i, j ), and flat( i, j ), are the pixel values for dark image, and flat image 
respectively, at (i, j). 
4.3.2 Implementation and test 
The Apogee camera uses 14-bit AID to digitize the film, so the grey value can be O to 
16383. Yew Toong Loo [12] discussed a low cost film digitization system using 8-bit or 10-
bit frame grabber card. In order to achieve higher dynamic range, he changed the light box 
intensity for different optical density segments, and then made a composite of all sub images 
to get the final image. But in the present implementation, there is no method to control the 
light box. Fortunately, the Apogee camera has the following three advantages that can 
compensate for the lack of controlling the light box. 
As mentioned previously, the Apogee camera has a cooler system. The cooler system 
can decrease the thermal noise dramatically, so higher signal to noise ratio can be achieved. 
Compared with 10-bit AID, 14-bit AID can get up to 16 times wider dynamic range. Another 
significant advantage of the Apogee camera is the adjustable exposure time. In many cases, 
adjusting exposure time is more stable and more accurate than adjusting the light box's 
intensity. Although too long exposure time may bring additional noise ( dark noise, room 
light unstable, etc), calibration can help a lot to minimize these noise effects. 
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4.3.2.1 Spatial resolution testing 
Figure 4.4 is a radiograph of a resolution gauge. For acquiring the radiograph, the 
voltage of the X-ray machine was 100 kV, X-ray tube spot size was 0.2 mm, magnification 
was 3X. 
Figure 4.4 Spatial resolution test (long distance) 
The radiograph gauge has 5 converging line pairs. By eyes, the spatial resolution can 
reach 10 line pairs per millimeter (Ip/mm). 
For Figure 4.4, the camera was moved as far as possible in order to get the image that 
has the largest field of view. Figure 4.4 shows the spatial resolution is about 7 Ip/mm. 
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In order to get the highest resolution for the system, the camera was moved close to the 
radiograph. Figure 4.5 shows the best resolution obtained by the system; the spatial 
resolution is about 10 Ip/mm. Actually, the number of pixels between one line pair is more 
than 10. So, that is consistent with the observed resolution. The digitization system has 
preserved the spatial resolution observed for the original radiograph. 
10 
Figure 4.5 Spatial resolution test (highest resolution) 
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4.3.2.2 Hole-Type Image Quality indicator (IQ!) 
Image quality indicators (IQI) are used to determine radiographic image quality [13]. 
Materials have been designated in eight groups based on their radiation absorption 
characteristics: Group 03, 02, and 01 for light metals and Group 1 through 5 for heavy 
metals. 
This test was done on group 02 for aluminum. Figure 4.6 shows the IQI notch 
identification of Group 02 for Aluminum. T in this figure is the thickness of the IQI in 
thousandths of an inch indicated by the identification number. There are three holes inside of 
the rectangle, whose diameters are 2T, T and 4T respectively. 
0 2T diameter 
0 T diameter 
0 4T diameter 
xx Identification Number 
Figure 4.6 Rectangular IQI Notch Identification of Group 02 for Aluminum 
Figure 4.7 shows the test result. The tested samples were placed on a 1 inch thick 
aluminum plate, the X-ray machine's voltage was 125 kV and tube spot size is 1.2 mm. The 
magnification was lX. 
For the rectangle with 20 identification, the thickness of IQI is 20 * 0.001 = 0.02 inch. 
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The diameters are 2T, T and 4T, that is 0.04 in., 0.02 in., and 0.08 in. respectively. The 4T 
hole can be seen clearly, the 2T hole becomes a little dim, and it is difficult to see the Thole. 
For the rectangle with 15 identification, only 4T hole can be seen. So the limitation of the 
system is 2%-2T or 1.5%-4T. By eyes, only the 4T hole in 20 identification can be seen. 
That means the eye' s limitation is 2%-4T. Thus, by optimizing the display look-up table, it 
has been possible to enhance the contrast that would normally be observed by eye. 
Figure 4.7 Film digitization of Group 02 IQI for Aluminum 
4.3.2.3 Grey level to optical density calibration 
Qualitative analysis in radiography involves the comparison of relative optical density 
(OD) in an image. However, the acquired image is a grey level image, so the calibration 
from the grey level to optical density is needed. 
A standard gauge is used to do this calibration. The standard gauge has a step tablet 
consisting of several strips of known optical density. At first, a flat image should be taken. 
This flat image will be used during the whole test. For each strip, the first step is to choose a 
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suitable exposure time. Suitable exposure time means that the average of the digitized 
image is around halfway to saturation. After getting a suitable exposure time, take a dark 
image at this exposure time. This dark image and the previous flat image will be used to 
calibrate the digitized image. 
Figure 4.8 is the visualization of the calibration data for OD= 0.77 - 4.5. The light 
power is 75W and the constant exposure time is 0.2s. Figure 4.9 shows the calibration data 
for OD= 1.43 - 4.5. The light power is 100W and the constant exposure time is 0.5s. 
In each figure (Figure 4.8 & Figure 4.9), there are two curves, "constant exposure" and 
"variable exposure". For "constant exposure" curve, the exposure time was kept the same 
during the whole calibration. The constant exposure time for figure 4.8 is 0.2s and for figure 
4.9 it is 0.5s. "Variable exposure" means the exposure time was changed during the test in 
order to make the average of the image be halfway to saturation. For "variable exposure" 
curve, the pixel value is normalized according to the exposure time of the "constant 
exposure" curve. After this normalization, these two curves can be compared in one figure. 
For the most part, the two curves match each other very well for both of the figures. So 
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Figure 4.8 Apogee camera calibration curve for 0.77 - 4.5 OD 
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Figure 4.9 Apogee camera calibration curve for 1.43 - 4.5 OD. 
4.3.2.4 Digitize ASTM Casting Standards 
The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) is the primary entity for 
standards development for industry. 
Figure 4.10 shows some digitization pictures of ASTM standard reference for 
inspection of aluminum castings. This standard illustrates the types and degrees of 
discontinuities that may be found in aluminum-alloy castings. After digitizing the standard 
reference, the sample can be classified manually or automatically by comparing with the 
digitized standard reference. 
Figure 4.10 is the specific result for Aluminum - Gas Holes casting with¾ inch 
thickness. 
4.3.2.5 Measuring the size of casting defect 
Using the distance measurement tool, the size of casting defects can be measured 
approximately. At first, a ruler is used to calibrate the distance measurement. Then by 
drawing a rectangle to enclose the defect, the size of the defect can be obtained. Figure 4.11 
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shows the distance calibration window. Figure 4.12 shows the area of casting defect for the 
8 defect levels. Of course, the resulting defect size is not accurate using this method. In the 
future work, threshold should be used to measure the size of defect and more accurate 
results would be obtained. 
Level 1 Level 2 
Level 3 Level 4 
Figure 4.10 Digitize ASTM casting standards - E155 (level 1-8) ¾ inch 
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Level 5 Level 6 
Level7 Level 8 
Figure 4.10 ( continued) 
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ltl ruler2.tif 
Figure 4.11 Distance calibration 
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Figure 4.12 Area of defect for ASTM casting standards - E155 (level 1-8) ¾ inch 
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CHAPTER 5. NEW X-RAY VISION SOFTWARE 
5.1 Introduction 
XrVision [14] [15] is an x-ray image processing hardware/software system. Figure 5.1 
depicts its hardware system. 
There are two X-ray generators in our lab, a broad focus IRT320 and a micro focus 
FXE-200.50. The two generators differ from each other in their maximum level of the 
accelerating voltages, their beam spot size and also in their power levels. 
The sample positioner serves as the pedestal for the sample. Two Compumotor model 
PC23 Indexer cards control the positioner in 5 axes - x, y, z, <I> and 0. 
The image intensifier converts the X-rays to light which becomes the input of the 
connected monochrome CCD camera (Cohu model 4915). The monochrome CCD camera 
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5. Frame Grabber 
Figure 5.1 XrVision hardware system 
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Two video cards are plugged into the PC. One video card is used for controlling the 
whole XrVision system, the other is used to display the real time image. 
The X-ray generator, sample positioner, image intensifier and CCD camera are enclosed 
in a lead shielded vault for preventing radiation exposure to personnel. 
5.2 Why new XrVision software 
The old XrVision program was developed under windows 3.1 and used 16-bit mode 
[16][17][18]. One objective is to upgrade the software to Win32 mode. Another objective is 
to apply the image class that has been described in chapter 2 to the system. So image 
read/write and transfer can be done in a uniform way between different applications. Also, 
some common image tools, such as histogram based look up table and slice etc, can be used 
in the new XrVision system. 
In the old XrVision system, image acquisition and motion control are two different 
programs. In the new XrVision software, they should be integrated in one program. 
Another important objective is to implement automated scan functions based on the 
image class developed in chapter 2 and the integration of motion control mentioned above. 
5.3 New software development 
5.3.1 Software layer architecture of DT3155 
The frame grabber card, Data Translation model DT3155 [ 19], was selected for the new 
XrVision system. DT3155 is a PCI bus card built using proprietary circuitry that assures 
high accuracy in a variety of demanding imaging applications. Taking advantage of the PCI 
bus' high speed, DT3155 can transfer an unlimited number of consecutive frames, in real-
time, across the bus to host memory. The transfer of consecutive frames across the bus in 
real time can reach 75Mb/s. The frame grabber can accept four multiplexed monochrome 
video inputs (RS-170 standard), which can be switched among them by software. The output 
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of the board is the gray scale (8-bit) image with the spatial resolution 640 * 480 (60Hz) or 
768*576 (50Hz). 
The board has no on board memory. It uses PC system RAM to store images. The 
amount of memory dedicated to DT3155 can be set by the user and is allocated to the device 
during Windows Operating Systems startup, thus it is guaranteed that this memory is 
physically contiguous and non-pageable. The device driver utilizes this memory for 
operations such as DMA transfer, thus allowing higher performance acquisitions. Frames 
are saved in the memory linearly. This means that the last pixel of the nth row is in the 
memory location immediately preceding the memory location of the first pixel of the (n+ 1) 
row. When constructing a bitmap based on the acquired data in memory, caution should be 
taken since pixel data in the bitmap is upside down if the height in the bitmap header 
information is positive. 
Figure 5.2 shows the software layer structure for the DT3155 frame grabber. The lower 







Figure 5.2 DT3155 software layer structure 
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At the bottom is the device driver, which is operating system dependent since each 
operating system defines its own mechanism and structure for device driver. The device 
interface layer shields the differences in the device driver, thus providing a device and 
operating system independent interface to the API layer. The API layer provides functions to 
query the capabilities of the underlying device and functions to control the operations. 
Huafu Lu [20] had developed a class for controlling the DT3155 card. But in order to 
handle real time image and real time slice in a multi-video system, some modifications were 
made to his class. 
5.3.2 Real time image display in multi-video system 
DT3155 frame grabbers employ Microsoft's DirectDraw standard, allowing you to 
display real-time, live video with non-destructive overlays without adding costly display 
hardware (i.e. VGA circuitry) to the frame grabber. This approach requires minimal CPU 
bandwidth, leaving the CPU free to perform image processing or other tasks. Ideal for 
applications where display video and processing occur simultaneously, DirectDraw allows 
for stagger-free images and smooth flowing, real - time video with overlays. 
However, two obstacles made me decide to select an alternative method. One obstacle 
is that the application cannot control the real time image display. Because the frame grabber 
card controls the whole image display, there is no space for a user to add an additional 
display function. The second obstacle is the real time displaying conflict with multi-video 
display for windows 98 and windows 2000 (see Appendix B). 
To solve these two problems, some modifications were made to the CDT3155 class. 
After these modifications, the programmers can control the real time display by themselves. 
Now, it is possible to add additional functions for real time image display (e.g. real time 
slice). 
Since the programmers need to take charge of the real time image display, where to put 
the display function should be decided at first. For this problem, there are two possible 
solutions - using idle processing or using multithread. 
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Given the robust multithreading support in 32-bit Windows, it's reasonable to ask when, 
if at all, you should use idle processing in lieu of multi threading. Here are two answers [ 4]: 
When you have background tasks to perform that must execute in the application's primary 
thread, user interface-related tasks tend to be very thread-sensitive. That's one reason why 
MFC performs user interface updates in the primary thread. When you have background 
tasks to perform and the application that you've written must work in 16-bit Windows as 
well as in 32-bit Windows. Multithreading is not supported in 16-bit Windows. In these 
situations, making real time image display as the background task in Onldle makes more 
sense. 
5.3.3 Real time slice 
For real time slice, both the real time image and slice line must be displayed at the same 
time. The idle process has the function to display the real time image, so where to put 
drawing the slice line function is left to us. 
Windows has a CTimer class [ 6]. Once a CTimer object is created, On Timer function 
will be called repeatedly at a pre-decided fixed interval. The drawing of the slice line 
function is put in OnTimer function. So both the real time image and drawing of the slice 
line can be displayed at the same time. 
5.3.4 Motion control indexer (PC23) 
5.3.4.1 Software layer architecture of PC23 
PC23 is a microprocessor-based indexer, which, along with an adapter box, can control 
three axes of any size Compumotor motor/driver system [21]. The board resides in an ISA 
AT slot and communicates with a user application through the I/0 ports. The card has on 
board code that can understand ASCII commands sent to it. 
Figure 5.3 shows the software layer structure of PC23. There is no device driver related 
with the card (This solution only works under Windows 3.x /Windows 9x. For Windows NT 
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and Windows 2000, a device driver is required). The commands from class CPC23 are sent 
to the board directly through the I/0 ports. Commands are in ASCII format. The on-board 
program, which is burned in the on-board ROM, interprets a command and executes it. 
Huafu Lu [20] has developed a class to control PC23 motion card. Class CPC23 
provides 33 functions to control the operations on PC23 in C++. Also it handles the details 
to communicate with the board. 
. . 
I No~: I 
I ....------ Developed by Huafu Lu · 
Code on board 
1 ...................... .. ................. . ................ Provided .. by .. manufacturer ....... , 
Figure 5.3 Software layer structure of PC23 
5.3.4.2 Modification to CPC23 class 
The CPC23 class provides powerful control of the motion card, but this class is card 
oriented. Card oriented means all the functions in the class suppose there are three axes in 
the card, so all member functions consider all the axes together. For the XrVision system, 
there are 5 axes totally. If using CPC23 class, it is inconvenient, because the programmer 
needs to initialize two cards with different addresses, and for each card, three axes need a 
different index. 
The modified class is axis oriented. It means the class's function is just for one axis, 
which brings about a lot of convenience for programmers. They just need to create 5 axes 
with different parameters (card address, index, name and so on). In the future, they can treat 
each axis equally. 
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5.4 Implementation of the software 
This section will discuss the new software program in terms of its user interface related 
to the camera selection, image acquisition and motion control. 
5.4.1 Image acquisition 
The DT3155 frame grabber card can accommodate four video inputs totally. But at any 
time, just one input is active. In the toolbar, a combo box lists all the four input camera 
names. Upon selecting the camera name, the corresponding camera input is activated by the 
software. So the real time image, real time slice and image acquisition will change their 
source correspondingly. 
Figure 5 .4 shows the image acquisition control page. In this page, there are three 
options: Average, Integrate and Subtract. For the average option, the acquired images are 
added together one by one and then the sum image (each pixel) is divided by the number of 
frames to get the average image. Integrating an image is the same as averaging an image 
except there wouldn't be any division by the number of frames after adding up all the pixel 
values. Integrating an image can reduce the random noises that are generated either by CCD 
camera element or the image intensifier. Note that DT3155 is an 8-bit frame grabber card, so 
after averaging an image, the output is still 8-bit, while the output for integrating can be 16-
bit (add 255 frames together). 
5 .4.2 Motion control 
Control for 5 motors is required in this system. Figure 5.5 shows the 5 axes that can 
move the sample positioner in different directions. 
The program initializes the 5 axes when it starts. The initial parameters for each axis 
mainly include address, port, name, factor, velocity, and acceleration. Where, address is the 
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Figure 5 .4 User interface for image acquisition 
PC23 control card I/0 address; port is the index of the axis in the PC23 control card; name is 
the internal name for the axis in this program; factor is the calibration value for moving. For 
X, Y and Z axes, the calibration value is the step number per inch. While for THETA and 
PHI axis, it is the step number per degree. Appendix C shows these parameters in detail. 
Figure 5.6 shows the user interface for the motion control page. The user can specify 
the motor and the move mode. There are three move modes: Increment, Absolute and 
Continuous. For The Increment mode, the specified distance in the edit box is from the 
current position. For Absolute mode, the distance is from the reference "zero". Continuous 








Figure 5 .5 Direction of 5 axes 
Motor status is used to show the motor's current status: stopped or moving. When 
reading the motor's status, the program will be blocked until the motion control card returns 
the status, so the real time image display will be frozen at the reading time. In this case, the 
real time image is jerky. The checkbox Show Motor Status provides an option to eliminate 
the jerk. 
The buttons Go, Stop and Pause are used to control the motor action. New Ref can mark 
the current position as the new reference position for all the directions. Home will make the 
corresponding motor go to the home position (a fixed reference position). When Setup is 
selected, a window will be popped up, in which velocity and acceleration can be changed. 
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Figure 5.6 User interface for motion control 
5.4.3 Calibration 
The calibration includes subtracting the dark image and normalizing by flat image. The 
dark image is taken by turning off the X-ray machine. Figure 5.7 shows the dark image. It 
can be seen there are many vertical strips in the image and the image's histogram is not 
very sharp. So the result image would be better by subtracting the dark image. The flat 
image is taken without a sample when the X-ray machine is on. Figure 5.8 shows the flat 
image and its slice which is not very flat. The calibrated image is shown in Figure 5.9. After 
calibration, the slice becomes pretty flat. 
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Figure 5. 7 Dark image 
Figure 5.8 Flat image 
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Figure 5.9 Calibrated image 
5.4.4 Automation of real-time scans 
The orientation of a crack opening is critical for X-ray detection of the crack. If the X-
ray beam is not shot in the proper direction of the crack opening, it is difficult to find the 
crack. So if the sample can be scanned in different orientations, there are more chances to 
discover the crack. However, the manual scan or film radiography is time consuming and 
inefficient. Automation of real-time scans is a good candidate to solve this problem [22]. By 
reducing the amount of human intervention, an automated scan can not only speed up the 
whole scan procedure, but also eliminate the errors from user's action. 
5.4.4.1 Automated scan setting 
Image acquisition, motion control and saving images have been implemented in 
previous sections. Now the task for an automated scan is to combine these commands in a 
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very flexible way. 
Figure 5 .10 shows the setting window for automated scan. The left box lists all the 
available commands. It includes: move_X, move_Y, move_Z, move_THETA, move_PHI, 
average, integrate, subtract, calibrate_image, display_image, saveJile, loop_begin, and 
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move_Z -0. 500000 
loop_begin 72 
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Figure 5 .10 Automated scan setting 
When a command is selected in the left list box, pressing > > will add the command into 
the right list box. But before this command is added to the right list box, the specific 
parameters for the command will be asked. For example, when the selected command is 
save Jile and > > is pressed, a popup window is shown as Figure 5 .11. In this window, the 
parameters, such as file directory, file name prefix, and image type etc., need to be specified. 
Among these commands, loop_begin and loop_end need more attention. In most cases, 
scans mean doing something repeatedly. loop_begin and loop_end are the methods to 
implement the repeated procedures. The parameter for loop _begin is the repeat number. 
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loop_begin should be paired with loop_end, and nested loops are invalid in the current 
version. 
The other buttons' functions in Figure 5 .10 are listed as follows: 
<<: delete the selected item in right box 
Edit: edit the selected item in right box 
Load: load the automated scan' s configuration from disk 
Save: save the automated scan's configuration to disk 
New: create a new automated scan's configuration 
Figure 5 .11 Automated scan save setting 
5.4.4.2 Start an automated scan 
There is a control page Automated Scan in the property sheet (see Figure 5.12). Upon 
selecting the Start Scan button, the automated scan is started. The scan information will be 
displayed in the left-top blank area when the scan is progressing. Pressing Cancel Scan will 
stop the scan. 
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Figure 5.12 Start an automated scan 
5.5 Integrated test 
The test specimen is a pipe (see Figure 5.13). Its outside diameter is 8 inches, and its 
height is also 8 inches. The wall is about 0.6 inches thick and consists of two layers. The 
outside layer is Silicon Carbide ceramic matrix composite and inside layer is alumina 
(Ah03) ceramic. The two layers are glued together. But these two layers are not fastened 
properly in some parts. The test is to find the defects. 
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Sample X-ray machine 
Figure 5.13 Set up of test for XrVision scan 
Figure 5 .14 shows the top view of the sample. For each position, 120 image frames are 
integrated, and then the sample is rotated 5° along THETA axis for the next image. After 
finishing one round of rotation, the sample is moved up in the Z axis, and the scan is 






Figure 5.14 Top view of the sample 
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Before beginning the test, the alignment and magnification need to be set in advance. 
For alignment, when rotating the sample along THETA, the relative position between X-ray 
source with the edge of the sample should remain unchanged. For magnification, the image 
should be large enough so that the defect can be seen clearly. The trial test shows that 0.5 
inch for each strip is a good resolution for detecting the defect. That means the sample is 
moved up 0.5 inch along Z axis for each strip. 
Four images are shown in Figure 5 .15. These four images are on the strip that is 5 
inches away from the top of the cylinder with THETA angle of 260°, 265°, 270°, 275°, 
respectively. These pictures illustrate the procedure of defect detection. When THETA is 
260° (picture (1)), the defect is not clear. With THETA up to 265° (picture (2)), a vertical 
defect shows up. The defect becomes dimmer when the rotation continues (pictures (3) (4)). 
The test showed the integration of image acquisition and motion control could work 
properly. However, the manual test took more than 16 hours to finish the entire scan. Each 
step includes rotating the sample, integrating an image, selecting a directory, selecting image 
type, inputting the filename, and saving the file. There are totally 72 * 16 = 1152 steps for 
the whole scan. It is very boring and error prone. Any incorrect action occurring in 
switching between different parameters for each step will require redoing the step. 
Then, an automated test was performed. The configuration of the automated scan is 
listed in the right list box in Figure 5.10. The first five lines listed in Table 5.1 are used to 
scan one strip. 
The rest of the automated configuration is 15 copies of the above settings. The 
approximate time used for one strip is about 72*(0+10+1+5+0)+0.5 = 1152.5 seconds. So 
for 16 strips, the predicted time is 1152.5* 16 = 5.12 hours. In practice, the automated scan 
worked very well and took about 6 hours to finish the whole scan. Table 5.1 shows that the 
scan spent most of the time on Integrate and Move_THETA. During the scan, the velocity of 
THETA axis was 1 degree/second. So if the velocity is increased to 5 degree/second, the 
time will be decreased to 1 second. For Integrate, because the speed of the frame grabber 
card is 30 frames/sec., taking 120 frames should cost 120/30 = 4 seconds. But why did it 
cost 10 seconds in this scan? The reason is that the image data acquired from the frame 
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grabber card is 8 bit. The 8-bit data must be extended to 16-bit and added to the accumulated 
image. So the data transform and addition use up the other 6 seconds. 
Table 5.1 Settings for one strip scan 
Scan Command Parameters Explanation Approximate time (s) 
Begin_loop 72 Begin loop, repeat 72 0 
Integrate 120 Integrate 120 frames 10 
SaveJile t_Ol - Save file, prefix of file name 1 
is t_Ol -
Move_THETA 5.00000 move THETA axis 5 degree 5 
End_loop End loop 0 
Move_Z -0.500000 move Z axis -0.5 inch 0.5 
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(1) THETA = 260° (2) THETA= 265° 
(3) THETA= 270° (4) THETA= 275° 
Figure 5.15 Cylinder scan, the vertical height of each image is about 0.5 inch. The arrow in 
sample (2) indicates the defect. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis, a software platform for real time image acquisition and processing was 
developed. This platform can support image format transform, histogram based look up 
table, real time image/slice display and control of device integration. Three applications use 
this platform to implement its functions. The tests from these applications showed that the 
platform has high stability and powerful functionality. Some design patterns used in this 
implementation are proved to increase the platform's reusability greatly. 
The special requirements for Apogee camera and LCTF were discussed in the Rapid 
Whole-Kernel Single-Seed Analyzer project. The cooperation between the CCD camera and 
LCTF was achieved by multi-thread synchronization. In order to speed up the whole image 
acquisition procedure, a predefined palette was used. The overlapping between the LCTF 
tuning time and image storing time made the whole data acquisition as fast as possible. 
Supporting 16-bit grey level tiff files made the image data portable over different programs. 
This thesis also used the 14-bit cooled CCD camera to do radiographic digitization. 
Calibration, focusing, distance measurement and information summary for Region of 
Interest (ROI) were implemented. The tests showed the system could meet the basic 
requirements for radiographic digitization. This work provided a basic tool for further 
radiographic digitization research work. 
In the new XrVision system, the problems involved in real time image/slice displaying 
under multi-video systems were discussed in detail. The whole system has been upgraded to 
Win32 system successfully. Image integration, averaging and subtracting were finished. The 
program also provided a friendly user interface to motion control. Based on the integration 
of image acquisition and motion control, the automation of real-time scans was achieved. It 
is very flexible and can be used in complicated automatic scanning. 
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6.2 Future work 
Of course, there are some limitations in this software platform. It can only support 6 
kinds of image format; more image formats should be added. Now it just has histogram 
based look up table, slice and ROI information, etc. More image processing methods and 
more powerful tools should be added. For image mapping, further research should be done 
to increase the image update speed. 
The following additional improvements could be made in each of the applications: 
Rapid whole-kernel single-seed analyzer 
• Add code to do on-line spectra. Now the spectra analysis is done off-line by Matlab. 
In the future, Mablab code can be implemented by C++ and integrated into the on-
line system. 
• Support ROI spectra. Now the spectra are for a whole com kernel. It is very helpful 
if the user can select different ROI to do spectral analysis. 
Radiographic digitization 
• Integrate light box intensity control. The current radiographic digitization system 
has no way to control the intensity oflight box. If Yew Toong Loo's algorithm [12] 
can be integrated into this system, the performance of the whole system will be 
enhanced a lot. 
• Support more image processing functions. Now the system just has some basic 
functions for image manipulation, such as mapping, slice, calibration, and distance 
measurement etc. More image processing functions (filter, edge detection, 
thresholding and FFT etc) are needed for further research work. 
• Obtain an ASTM standard radiograph to use for evaluation of the system. 
New XrVision Software 
• Support more automated commands. Although the current commands, loop, move 
axes, integration/average/subtract image and save files, can do automatic scan and 
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save a lot of user's time, lack of support for nested loops makes the setup of 
automatic scan inconvenient sometimes. So adding nested loop in the automatic 
command set is one of the future improvements. 
• Support more frame grabber cards and cameras. It is preferable if XrVision can 
support more frame grabber cards and cameras, so the user can use the same 
interface to do their job, ignoring the specific hardware and camera. Because this 
work involves the hardware setting and drivers for different operating systems, it 
seems very difficult. 
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APPENDIX A. FILE FORMAT 
A.1 TIFF 
TIFF describes image data that typically comes from scanners, frame grabbers and 
photo-retouching programs [23]. 
A primary goal of TIFF is to provide a rich environment within which applications can 
exchange image data. Key strengths include widespread support, flexibility, and the ability 
to include header information about the file. 
Features: 
• TIFF is capable of describing bilevel, grayscale, palette-color, and full-color image 
data in several color spaces. 
• TIFF includes a number of compression schemes that allow developer choose the best 
space or time tradeoff for their applications. 
• There is substantial third-party and cross-platform support. 
• TIFF is exportable to different image format. 
• TIFF allows the inclusion of an unlimited amount of private or special purpose 
information. 
TIFF Structure: 
TIFF is an image file format. In this document, a file is defined to be a sequence of 8-bit 
bytes, where the bytes are numbered from Oto N. The largest possible TIFF file is 2**32 
bytes in length. 
A TIFF file begins with an 8-byte image file header that points to an image file 
directory (!FD). An image file directory contains information about the image, as well as 
pointers to the actual image data. 
The following paragraphs describe the image file header and IFD in more detail ( see 


























X+8 Value or Offset 
Number of Directory Entries 
Directory Entry 0 
Directory Entry 1 
Directory Entry 2 
Off set of next IFD 
.__ ___ ___.I Value 
Figure A.1 Image file header and IFD 
A TIFF file begins with an 8-byte image file header, containing the following 
information: 
Bytes 0-1: The byte order used within the file. Legal values are: 
"II" (4949.H) 
"MM" ( 4D4D.H) 
In the "II" format, byte order is always from the least significant byte to the most 
significant byte, for both 16-bit and 32-bit integers. This is called little-endian byte order. In 
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the "MM" format, byte order is always from most significant to least significant, for both 
16-bit and 32-bit integers. This is called big-endian byte order. 
Bytes 2-3: An arbitrary but carefully chosen number (42) that further identifies the file 
as a TIFF file. The byte order depends on the value of Bytes 0-1. 
Bytes 4-7 The offset (in bytes) of the first IFD. The directory may be at any location in 
the file after the header but must begin on a word boundary. In particular, an Image File 
Directory may follow the image data it describes. Readers must follow the pointers 
wherever they may lead. 
The term byte offset is always used in this document to refer to a location with respect 
to the beginning of the TIFF file. The first byte of the file has an offset of 0. 
Image File Directory: 
An Image File Directory (/FD) consists of a 2-byte count of the number of directory 
entries, followed by a sequence of 12-byte field entries, followed by a 4-byte offset of the 
next IFD ( or O if none). 
There must be at least 1 IFD in a TIFF file and each IFD must have at least one entry. 
IFD Entry: 
Each 12-byte IFD entry has the following format: 
Bytes 0-1 The Tag that identifies the field. 
Bytes 2-3 The field Type. 
Bytes 4-7 The number of values, Count of the indicated Type. 
Bytes 8-11 The Value Offset, the file offset (in bytes) of the Value for the field. The 
Value is expected to begin on a word boundary; the corresponding Value Offset will thus be 
an even number. This file offset may point anywhere in the file, even after the image data. 
Grayscale Images: 
Table A. l shows the required fields for grayscale images (in numerical order): 
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Table A.1 fields required for grayscale images 
Tag name Decimal Hex Type Value 
hnageWidth 256 100 short or long 
hnageLength 257 101 short or long 
BitsPerSample 258 102 Short 4 or 8 
Compression 259 103 Short 1 or 32773 
Photometriclnterpretation 262 106 Short 0 or 1 
StripOffsets 273 111 Short or long 
RowsPerStrip 278 116 Short or long 
StripByteCounts 279 117 Short or long 
Xresolution 282 llA Rational 
Yresolution 283 llB Rational 
Resolution Unit 296 128 Short 1 or 2 or 3 
A.2BMP 
BMP files are widely used in Windows system [24]. BMP images can range from 1 byte 
per pixel (white and black) up to 24 bit color. A BMP file includes either 3 or 4 parts as 
shown in Figure A.2. The first part is a BMP header, which is followed by a information 
header. If the image is indexed color, the third part is the palette. The last part of the image 
file is the image data. The offset of image data to the start of the file is stored in the header. 
The information header consists of the information, such as image width, height, the type of 





Figure A.2 Structure of BMP file 
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A.3PGM 
PGM (Portable Grey Map) is a convenient method to save grey level image [25]. A 
PGM file consists of two parts, a header and the image data. The header consists of at least 
three parts normally delineated by carriage returns and/or linefeeds. The first line is a 
identification for PGM, it can be "P2" or "PS", which correspond to the ASCII and binary 
form of the data respectively. The next line consists of the width and height of the image as 
ASCII numbers. The last part of the header gives the maximum value of the image data. 
A.4PM1S 
PMIS file consists of two parts, a header and the image data. The header for PMIS is 
listed as follows: 
struct pmisHEADER { 
} ; 
unsigned char szID[4]; 
unsigned short nHeadSize; 
unsigned short n Version; 
unsigned short nXorg; 
unsigned short n Y org; 
unsigned short nXsiz; 
unsigned short n Y siz; 
unsigned short nXbin; 
/* 'PMIS' */ 
/* Currently 170 = OxOOAA bytes * / 
/* Currently 10 = OxOOOA bytes */ 
/* Serial CCD origin * / 
/* Parallel CCD origin * / 
/* Serial image size * / 
/* Parallel image size * / 
/* Serial binning factor * / 
unsigned short n Ybin; /* Parallel binning factor */ 
unsigned char szName[40]; /* Image Name*/ 
unsigned char szComment[ 100]; /* Image comment * / 
unsigned char tCreated[4]; /* Creation date*/ 
unsigned char tModified[ 4]; /* Modification date * / 
unsigned short nGain; /* Camera gain * / 
Following the header, the image data occupies 2 bytes for each pixel. 
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A.5 GRD 






Grid Row 1: Z1 Z2 Z3 ZNcols 
Grid Row 2: Z1 Z2 Z3 ZNcols 
Grid Row 3: Z1 Z2 Z3 ZNcols 
Grid Row Nrows: Z1 ZNcols 
The first line is the identifier string "DSAA". The second line are the numbers of 
column and row. The third, fourth and fifth lines are the min and max values for X, Y and Z 
axes respectively. The rest of the file is the ASCII image data. Note that Grid Row 1 is the 
row for Y min! That is, the first row is the bottom edge of the image. The last row is the top 
edge of the image. The first number in each row is the Z value that goes with Xmin, the last 
value in the row goes with Xmax. 
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A.6XRV 
XRV is the internal image format for X-ray group in Center for Nondestructive 
Evaluation (NDE) of Iowa State University. It is 16-bit grey scale image, and has fixed 
image size (512 X 512). There is no image header in this image format. 
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APPENDIX B. SETUP MULTI-VIDEO SYSTEM 
Multi-Video system can extend the Windows desktop across more than 1 monitor [26]. 
Each additional monitor requires its own video card. Multi-Video is very helpful for image 
acquisition and processing: One monitor can display the control windows for camera, and 
image display and processing can be done on another monitor. 
B.1 Operating system and hardware requirement 
Windows 98 and Windows 2000 can support multi-video cards directly. Some video 
card manufacturers support multiple displays on Windows 95 & NT 4.0 with specialized 
drivers. Different monitors can have different color depth and screen resolution and each 
monitor can have its position specified with respect to each other. 
For hardware, each monitor should have its own video card. All these video cards must 
be either PCI or AGP (ISA/EISA/VESA is not supported). 
The number of monitors can be 2 - 9. 
One big limitation for multi-Video is: not all secondary display drivers support 
DirectDraw or Direct3D. 
B.2 Setup the multi-video system 
The file display.txt in Windows 98 has some preliminary information regarding basic 
setup and troubleshooting for multiple monitors. 
The primary monitor is chosen by the order in system BIOS. So you can press "Del" 
key to enter system setup menu and change the setting. 
If all adapters are PCI, then you can just switch the order in which you place the cards 
in the slots on your motherboard. 
Most BIOS 's initialize PCI adapters before AGP adapters, meaning that your AGP 
adapter will default to a secondary display. Contact the motherboard manufacturer for an 
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updated BIOS that will allow you to configure the order in which your AGP adapter is 
initialized to set it as the primary display. 
In Windows 2000, primary/secondary displays can be set through software. 
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APPENDIX C. INITIALIZATION FILE FOR X-RAY VISION 
MOTION CONTROL PART 
This file contains all the initial settings for the XrVision system. The user can edit this 
file to change the settings. When the program starts, it will search for this file under the 
Windows root directory and the current directory. 
[Address] 
Motorl = 592 
Motor2 = 592 
Motor3 = 592 
Motor4 = 512 
Motor5 = 512 
[Port] 
Motorl = 0 
Motor2 = 1 
Motor3 = 2 
Motor4 = 0 
Motor5 = 1 
[Name] 
Motorl = X 
Motor2 = Y 
Motor3 = Z 
Motor4 = THETA 
Motor5 = PHI 
[Motor Active] 
Motorl = 1 
Motor2 = 1 
Motor3 = 1 
Motor4 = 1 
Motor5 = 1 
[Factor] 
Motorl = 100000 
Motor2 = 100000 
Motor3 = 100000 
II motion control card's I/0 address 
// port number of axis in motion control card 
/ /internal name for axis 
// 1 - active; 0 - inactive 
II For linear motor, its unit is steps per inch; for angle motor, 
// its unit is step per degree. 
Motor4 = 10000 
Motor5 = 10000 
[Velocity] 
Motorl = 3 
Motor2 = 3 
Motor3 = 3 
Motor4 = 3 








// default velocity for each axis 
// default acceleration for each axis 
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